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Abstract

Enzyme engineering plays a central role in the development of biocatalysts for biotechnology, 

chemical and pharmaceutical manufacturing, and environmental remediation. Rational design of 

proteins has historically relied on targeting active site residues to confer a protein with desirable 

catalytic properties. However, additional “hotspots” are also known to exist beyond the active 

site. Structural elements such as subunit–subunit interactions, entrance tunnels, and flexible loops 

influence enzyme catalysis and serve as potential “hotspots” for engineering. For the Rieske 

oxygenases, which use a Rieske cluster and mononuclear iron center to catalyze a challenging 

set of reactions, these outside of the active site regions are increasingly being shown to drive 

catalytic outcomes. Therefore, here, we highlight recent work on structurally characterized Rieske 

oxygenases that implicates architectural pieces inside and outside of the active site as key dictators 

of catalysis, and we suggest that these features may warrant attention in efforts aimed at Rieske 

oxygenase engineering.

Introduction

Enzymes are the original catalysts and Nature’s most creative chemists. For thousands of 

years, the ability of enzymes to catalyze a broad range of chemical transformations and 

operate under mild, biologically relevant temperatures and pH values, has been harnessed 

and exploited to create valuable compounds [1–3]. In fact, engineered enzymes, produced 

using structure-guided rational mutagenesis or directed evolution techniques, have been 

used in a myriad of applications, including regenerative medicine, food production, waste 

degradation, biosensing, and chemical and pharmaceutical production [1–3]. Traditionally, 

enzyme engineering efforts by rational design have heavily focused on modifying an enzyme 

active site to exploit an identified promiscuous activity or to evolve a new function or 

reaction selectivity [1–3]. This active site region is often predicted based on knowledge of 
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the enzyme mechanism and the presence of characteristic sequence motifs. However, the 

active site generally accounts for only a small percentage of the enzyme architecture, and 

solely introducing mutations into this region often limits the achievable chemistry, substrate 

scope, or desired selectivity for a reaction of interest [4]. Changes made to an enzyme active 

site can also result in lower or complete loss of activity, making engineering campaigns 

that focus on identifying residues, protein features, and dynamic elements outside of the 

active site region critical to enzyme engineering [4–6]. However, in many cases, the rational 

identification of atypical hotspots found outside of the active site is complicated by a lack of 

structure–function information for an enzyme or enzyme class of interest.

Importantly, however, and notably in some heme-based and other metalloenzyme families, 

residues found outside of the active site that influence activity have been identified by 

making random mutations using directed evolution techniques [7–9]. Combined with 

extensive computational and experimental work on multiple protein families, several 

emerging architectural features for engineering outside the active site have been revealed 

to exist across multiple enzyme classes [4,10–14]. Additional protein subunits or domains, 

substrate tunnels, and flexible connector loops have each been shown to impact reaction 

outcome [4,10–14].

For instance, the presence of an extra subunit or partner protein is known to influence the 

structural stability, reaction trajectory, and substrate scope of many types of enzymes [13]. 

Likewise, by playing an integral role in the shuttling of a substrate from the cellular milieu 

into an enzyme active site, tunnels have been shown to influence enzyme stability, and 

the temporal progress, selectivity, and substrate scope of a reaction [4,10,12,15]. Of equal 

importance, the flexible loops that join secondary structural elements and protein domains, 

as well as mediate interactions with partner proteins are known to play critical roles in the 

stability and allosteric behavior of enzymes [13,14]. Loops have also been implicated in 

dictating the substrate scope or selectivity of an enzyme-catalyzed reaction [5,11]. These 

observations highlight the potential of tunnels, loops, and subunit modulation as valuable 

pieces of the enzyme engineering toolbox.

Members of the Rieske non-heme iron oxygenase enzyme class have been rapidly gaining 

attention for their biocatalytic promise. These metalloenzymes, commonly referred to 

as Rieske oxygenases, contain a [2Fe–2S] Rieske cluster and mononuclear iron center 

(Figure 1a). The Rieske cluster shuttles electrons from a dedicated reductase protein to 

the mononuclear iron center where oxygen is activated to form a reactive intermediate. 

This species is subsequently used to facilitate monooxygenation, dioxygenation, sequential 

monooxygenation, or other disparate reactions (Figure 1b) [16–20]. Rieske oxygenases 

accept substrates with chemical structures of varying complexity, synthesize natural 

products with medical, environmental, and industrial relevance, and degrade environmental 

contaminants (Figure 1b) [16–20]. However, despite their known substrate specificities and 

widespread reactivities, members of the Rieske oxygenase enzyme class share the same 

catalytic machinery (Figure 1) [19]. As a growing amount of literature suggests that the 

specificity and catalytic functions of a Rieske oxygenase can be attributed to auxiliary 

protein components, tunnels, and loops, here, we provide an up-to-date discussion on the 
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structurally characterized Rieske oxygenases and the discoveries that are informing rational 

protein engineering efforts (Figure 1).

The quaternary architecture of a Rieske oxygenase

Based upon approximately 20 unique crystal structures, it has been revealed that 

Rieske oxygenases assemble into heterohexameric (α3β3) [21–30], homohexameric (α3α3) 

[31,32], and homotrimeric (α3) [33–40] architectures (Figure 2a–c). Some reports have 

also suggested that the Rieske oxygenases chlorophyll(ide) a oxygenase and phthalate 

dioxygenase (PDO) from Micromonas pusilla and Pseudomonas cepacia, respectively, adopt 

alternative dimeric and tetrameric quaternary structures [32,41,42]. However, more recent 

structural and biochemical data suggest that these systems instead fold into one of the 

above-noted traditional assemblies [32,41,42]. In the α3β3, α3α3, and α3 structures, three 

α subunits, which each contain both metallocenters, arrange into a trimeric architecture 

that places Rieske cluster and iron site within electron transfer distance of one another 

across a subunit–subunit interface (Figure 2a–c). In the α3 architecture, the subunit–subunit 

interfaces are also the site where the partner reductase proteins bind [43] (Figure 2d).

For the α3α3 and α3β3 architectures, a second trimer of α or β subunits stacks on top of 

the α3 trimer more than 10 Å away from the active site (Figure 2a–b) [21–32] Chemically 

speaking, many of the α3β3 Rieske oxygenases have been demonstrated to function as 

dioxygenases. However, it does not appear as though the reaction catalyzed by a Rieske 

oxygenase is enough to assign it a specific architecture. Carbazole dioxygenase (CARDO), 

for example, has been shown to exist in an α3 architecture [44] and PDO adopts an α3α3 

arrangement (Figure 2b) [32]. Similarly, some oxidative demethylase enzymes adopt an α3 

structure, whereas the caffeine demethylases NdmA and NdmB assemble into an α3α’3 

heterohexameric complex [31–33,40]. As an alternative to dictating the type of reaction 

catalyzed, the extra α and β subunits of the α3α3 and α3β3 proteins, have been proposed to 

serve a structural role [21,30,45]. In agreement with this proposal, CARDO and PDO have 

been noted to contain loop regions, in lieu of a β subunit, that form interactions with the 

adjacent subunits to provide additional stability (Figure 2b, d) [32,44]. Other reports suggest 

that the β subunits could be involved in dictating the substrate scopes and preferences of 

different Rieske oxygenases [46–48]. Most recently, residues from both the α and β subunits 

were reported to mediate interactions with the ferredoxin component of a dedicated partner 

reductase system [49]. Mapping of these residues onto naphthalene dioxygenase (NDO) 

reveals that the reductase, as observed in the α3 enzymes, also sits at the subunit–subunit 

interfaces (Figure 2a, d). The multitude of different roles proposed for the β subunit suggests 

that it is a critical architectural element that can be used to customize the specificity and 

catalytic functions of individual Rieske oxygenases.

The microenvironment of the active site contributes to catalysis

In each of the described architectures, residues found within the active site of the α 
subunit not only coordinate the metallocenters, but also play key roles in dictating the site-, 

stereo-, and chemoselectivity of a Rieske oxygenase catalyzed reaction. For example, the 

presence of an aromatic residue in the active site of carnitine monooxygenase (CntA) is 

indispensable for positioning the carnitine substrate for catalysis via a π–cation interaction 
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in the active site (Figure 2e) [39]. Based on sequence alignments, this residue appears to 

be a hallmark of quaternary-ammonium-substrate-oxidizing Rieske oxygenases [39]. Along 

these lines, the α3 Rieske oxygenases SxtT and GxtA, which catalyze monooxygenation 

reactions at the C12 and C11 positions of a tricyclic saxitoxin scaffold, respectively, 

use two active site residues to hold the substrate such that the correct carbon-atom is 

positioned for hydroxylation (Figure 2f) [37,38,50]. Two important structural studies on 

CARDO have revealed that mutations in the active site can change the openness of the 

substrate-binding pocket, the orientation in which the substrate binds, and the outcome of 

the hydroxylation event (Figure 2g) [36,51]. Similarly, in the structure of the α3β3 enzyme 

terephthalate dioxygenase, an active site Arg residue is critical for correctly positioning the 

terephthalate substate near the iron center for dioxygenation (Figure 2h) [29]. This Arg 

residue is conserved in several other Rieske oxygenases that also catalyze reactions on 

carboxylate-containing substrates [29]. Changes in the active site of the α3β3 enzyme NDO 

have also been shown to affect reaction outcome. Some active site NDO variants produce 

a mixture of native naphthalene dihydrodiol product enantiomers, others form isomeric 

distributions when provided with biphenyl or phenanthrene substrates, and some create 

monooxygenated, rather than dioxygenated products using non-native substrates (Figure 2i) 

[52–54]. In accordance with these NDO studies, active site residues in toluene dioxygenase 

can be targeted to increase the yield, or change the enantio-, chemo-, or regioselectivity of a 

reaction when provided with a non-natural substrate [55,56].

However, in each of these noted examples, these focused active-site changes alone do not 

typically result in a full transformation of the native reactivity. Rather, some of the active site 

variants of CARDO and NDO described above form mixtures of products and other variants 

showcase altered substrate specificities [36]. For SxtT and GxtA, the active site variants have 

added functionality and hydroxylate at both the native and non-native positions but remain 

biased toward the native selectivity of the enzymes [38]. Collectively, these studies suggest 

that the outcome of a Rieske oxygenase catalyzed reaction depends on additional protein 

motifs that are located outside of the active site.

The influence of the substrate entrance tunnel

Aside from the quaternary architecture of a Rieske oxygenase, several protein engineering 

efforts have provided insight into regions outside of the active site involved in the selectivity 

of a catalyzed reaction. Rieske oxygenases, like the majority of other metalloproteins, bury 

their active sites far beneath the protein surface [4,15] (Figure 2, 3a). This arrangement 

serves to protect the metallocenters and reactive intermediates from solvent and molecular 

oxygen, and at the same time, necessitates the presence of a tunnel for shuttling substrate 

into the active site.

The design of the substrate entrance tunnel in these proteins has been suggested to resemble 

a funnel: the narrowest region sits at the entrance of the active site and gates the entry 

of non-substrate molecules [57]. Consistently, a comparison of the NDO and biphenyl 

2,3-dioxygenase (BPDO) crystal structures, which both perform dioxygenation chemistry 

on a biphenyl substrate, reveals that the size of the active site entrance in BPDO is larger 

than that of NDO [57]. This architectural difference is credited with conferring BPDO the 
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ability to also oxygenate large four- and five-ring-containing aromatic compounds [57]. 

More recently, molecular dynamics simulations were used to predict the identity of substrate 

molecules that can be oxidized by NDO. By accounting for the energetics of substrate 

migration into the active site through a computationally predicted tunnel, this study showed 

an approximate 90-percent success rate for predicting known substrates of NDO [15]. Four 

residues found at the bottleneck of the 24 Å long entrance tunnel provide the largest 

energetic barrier to substrate entry, suggesting that the chemical properties of an entrance 

tunnel are integral to determining the substrate scope of a Rieske oxygenase (Figure 3a–b) 

[15]. Interestingly, several of the previously identified NDO variants that show changes in 

reaction specificity and in the stereo- and site-selectivity of the catalyzed reaction are found 

within the active site and along the computationally identified tunnel (Figure 2i and 3b) [54].

Related to these computational studies, Xepressurization X-ray crystallographic studies 

allowed for identification of a substrate-entrance tunnel in the α3 Rieske oxygenase GxtA 

(Figure 3c) [37,38]. Using the identified tunnel and mapping its position to SxtT allowed for 

the discovery of three residues that can be mutated to endow SxtT with a broader substrate 

scope, which closely resembles that of GxtA, and the ability to preferentially hydroxylate 

the non-native C11 position of its substrate [37]. These results suggest that, as described 

for NDO, the tunnel is a key determinant in dictating the nature of substrates that enter the 

active site. These results also suggest that the tunnel is involved in the selectivity of the 

hydroxylation event [37]. Key differences in the size and hydrophobicity of the SxtT and 

GxtA tunnel-lining residues affect the geometry by which the substrate enters the active 

site and thus influence the positioning of the substrate relative to the activated oxygen 

intermediate (Figure 3d) [37].

The roles of flexible connecting loops

Experimental, computational, and structural studies have revealed that the loops of Rieske 

oxygenases and several other protein classes are not simple connectors but key players in 

dictating enzyme activity [5,11,14,58]. Through a comparative structural study of the α3β3 

Rieske oxygenases BPDO and NDO, it was shown that loop residues impact the positioning 

of substrates in the active site and influence the size and shape of accepted substrates [57]. 

Recently, both the equivalent loop and an auxiliary loop that also folds over the opening to 

the active site in cumene dioxygenase (CDO) were subjected to an engineering campaign 

(Figure 3e). Here, libraries of loop variants that were lengthened, truncated, or subjected 

to mutagenesis were created. In this work, CDO was shown to be an adaptable biocatalyst: 

variants in these two loops showcased more robust activity, shifted product distributions, and 

altered selectivity [59].

The site-selectivity of NdmA and NdmB is known to be dependent on a flexible loop 

that connects the β13 and β14 strands of the protein [31] (Figure 3f). An NdmA variant 

that mimics NdmB in the active site and loop regions intriguingly exhibits the selectivity 

and substrate preference of NdmB [31]. Further studies on the analogous β13-to-β14 

connecting loop of the α3 Rieske oxygenases SxtT and GxtA revealed the importance of 

a single residue for conferring rigorous selectivity to SxtT [37] (Figure 3g). Mutation of 

the Arg204 loop residue, which interacts with the bound substrate, into the corresponding 
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Lys residue of GxtA results in creation of a variant that hydroxylates at both the native and 

non-native positions [37]. The non-native selectivity of R204K-SxtT is amplified, but not 

fully inverted, by mutation of two active site residues (Thr276 and Met255) that also interact 

with the substrate and contribute to its positioning (Figure 2f and 3g) [37,38]. This triple 

variant of SxtTalso has a substrate scope that more closely resembles that of GxtA [37]. 

A similar phenomenon has also been observed in another Rieske oxygenase 3-ketosteroid 

9α-hydroxylase (KshA): changing the loop sequence to mirror that of its homologs results in 

an altered substrate profile [60].

The cooperative impact of three architectural regions: completing the puzzle

Whereas engineering of the active site, substrate entrance tunnel, and flexible loop 

have been individually shown to play essential roles in tuning the activity of a Rieske 

oxygenase, it was recently demonstrated that mutation of six residues distributed among 

these regions in SxtT results in creation of a SxtT variant that wholly displays the site-

selectivity and substrate specificities of GxtA (Figure 4a) [37]. Active site and loop residues 

(Arg204, Thr276, and Met255) interact with the substrate of SxtT and hold it in place 

for hydroxylation. Changing the identity of these residues to match those found in GxtA 

allows for some amount of movement in the active site, formation of new interactions, 

and some level of non-native selectivity. On the other hand, tunnel residues are credited 

with geometrically positioning the substrate and delivering it to the active site in the 

correct orientation for catalysis. A SxtT variant that contains the GxtA tunnel residues is 

heavily biased to hydroxylate at the non-native position of its substrate [37]. Thus, the 

collective use of these three regions to hold, position, and direct the substrate toward the 

active site for site-selective catalysis means that they must be cooperatively targeted to 

observe the altered activity. More broadly, this work showed that in many of the structurally 

characterized Rieske oxygenases, a flexible β13-to-β14 connecting loop and analogous 

tunnel that traverses a similar secondary structure also exists (Figure 4b) [37]. As active 

site-centered site-saturation mutagenesis experiments have successfully influenced reaction 

outcome in different systems [61,62], it is possible that making random or rational mutations 

in the active site, flexible connector loop, and tunnel may be a broadly applicable strategy in 

Rieske oxygenase engineering.

Final thoughts

Our understanding of how Rieske oxygenases participate in biochemical pathways and 

achieve their impressive chemical feats is ever-expanding. Here, we provide a structurally 

informed starting point to identify architectural elements, both inside and outside the active 

site of a Rieske oxygenase, that promote changes in reaction selectivity, broaden substrate 

scope, and/or amplify a useful promiscuous activity. Importantly, through merging structural 

and biochemical experiments, the studies described here not only pinpoint the so-called 

“hotspots” for Rieske oxygenase engineering, but also, in many cases, explain why these 

different architectural regions impact catalytic outcome. Through these experiments, several 

trends regarding the importance of thus far underappreciated protein regions of interest 

have emerged. The additional α and β subunits, as described for thermophilic proteins, 

likely provide an increased number of weak interactions to stabilize protein structure or 

create a better interaction with the needed electron donor to facilitate catalysis [13,32,44,49]. 
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The entrance tunnels of Rieske oxygenases interact with substrate, geometrically position 

substrate for catalysis, and are designed to gate access of non-substrate molecules into 

the active site [4,15,37]. The flexible loops interact with substrate, gate entry to the 

tunnel, or direct substrate toward the active site also have profound effects on catalysis 

[14,31,37,57,59]. Thus, from these studies, it appears that the reactivity and selectivity of a 

Rieske oxygenase, like a puzzle, is assembled through careful selection of a quaternary 

architecture, and through tinkering with the chemical composition of the active site, 

substrate entrance tunnel, and flexible protein loops. Consequently, the importance of Rieske 

oxygenases in diverse industrial, pharmaceutical, and chemical applications necessitates 

further efforts to capitalize on our growing molecular understanding of these remarkable 

catalysts.
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Figure 1. 
Rieske oxygenase activity is controlled using regions both inside and outside of the active 

site. (a) Rieske oxygenases use electrons, molecular oxygen, and a common catalytic 

metallocluster-containing scaffold (the α subunit) to catalyze a myriad of transformations. A 

growing amount of literature suggests that the selectivity of a reaction catalyzed by a Rieske 

oxygenase can be customized by the addition of an extra subunit, the microenvironment 

of a substrate entrance tunnel, or the presence of flexible loops near the active site. (b) 

Rieske oxygenases are traditionally recognized for their ability to catalyze dioxygenation 

and monooxygenation reactions. The reactions shown here are catalyzed by carbazole 

dioxygenase (CARDO), biphenyl 2,3-dioxygenase (BPDO), naphthalene dioxygenase 

(NDO), cumene dioxygenase (CDO), carnitine monooxygenase (CntA), 3-ketosteroid 9α-

hydroxylase (KshA), the saxitoxin biosynthetic enzymes (SxtT and GxtA), and the caffeine 
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demethylases (NdmA and NdmB). Of note, each transformation shown in this figure also 

requires O2 and electrons.
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Figure 2. 
Rieske oxygenases are found in different architectures, each of which contains a trimer of 

α-subunits to coordinate the metallocenters and anchor the substrate near the mononuclear 

iron center. (a) In the α3β3 Rieske oxygenases, the metallocenters in a single α protomer 

are too far apart for electron transfer. However, assembly of the α subunits into a trimeric 

architecture moves the metallocenters from adjacent subunits close together (PDB:1NDO) 

[30]. The β subunits of the α3β3 enzymes sit more than 10 Å away from the active site. 

Residues implicated in binding the reductase are shown in an oval and highlighted in purple 

[49]. (b) The α3α3 architecture of PDO reveals that the trimers are staggered and likely 

stabilized by additional secondary structures found in each α subunit (dark blue and orange). 

(c) The α3 Rieske oxygenase architecture, as seen in the α3β3 and α3α3 architectures, 

arranges its Rieske cluster and mononuclear iron center across a subunit–subunit interface 

bridged by a conserved Asp residue (inset). (d) For the enzyme CARDO, three reductase 
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proteins sit on top of the trimer such that the Fe–S clusters are aligned with the Rieske 

clusters of the oxygenase [43]. The loop that is suggested to stabilize the trimeric CARDO 

structure (and negate the need for a β subunit) is shown in purple for the light pink protomer. 

(e) The active site of CntA has a Tyr residue (Tyr203) that is important for substrate 

binding (PDB: 6Y9D). (f) Two active site residues in SxtT (left, PDB: 7SZH) and GxtA 

(right, PDB: 7SZE) (Met/Tyr255 and Thr/Val276) are important for positioning the native 

substrates for hydroxylation at the C12 and C11 positions, respectively (starred) [37,38]. 

Comparison between the panels reveals that the tricyclic substrate scaffold undergoes an 

approximate 120° rotation in the active site. (g) Residues Ile262, Gln282, and Phe275 are 

important to the selectivity of the CARDO-catalyzed reaction (PDB: 1WW9). (h) Arg309 

in terephthalate dioxygenase (TPADO) is important for substrate binding and is conserved 

in additional Rieske oxygenases that perform chemistry on structurally similar molecules 

(PDB:7Q05). (i) Several residues (Phe202, Ala206, Val260, His295, Leu307, and Phe352) 

have been implicated in the selectivity of NDO-catalyzed reaction. In panels e, g, h, and i, 

specific residues involved in dictating reaction selectivity are shown in dark purple.
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Figure 3. 
A substrate entrance tunnel and flexible loop are important architectural elements involved 

in Rieske oxygenase chemistry. (a) The α3β3 architecture of a Rieske oxygenase is 

comprised of stacked α3 and β3 trimers (PDB:1NDO, 1OG7) [30]. An approximate 24 

Å long substrate entrance tunnel can be calculated in each α subunit using the MOLEonline 

server [63]. (b) The bottleneck of the NDO tunnel is formed by four residues, Phe224, 

Leu227, Pro234, and Leu253 [15]. In this panel, residues that line the tunnel are shown in 

light green, residues experimentally revealed to impact the selectivity of the NDO-catalyzed 

reaction are shown in dark green, and naphthalene is shown in gray (PDB:1NDO, 1O7G) 

[54,64]. (c) The α3 Rieske oxygenase GxtA has a 33 Å long substrate entrance tunnel that 

was identified using Xe-pressurization experiments (PDB: 7SZG) [37]. (d) A comparison 

of the microenvironments of the GxtA (left, PDB: 7SZE) and SxtT (right, PDB: 7SZH) 

tunnels reveals key differences that are important for positioning the native saxitoxin and 
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βsaxitoxinol substrates (gray) of these enzymes in the active site for hydroxylation (* 

indicates where the substrate is oxygenated). Key differences in these proteins in the tunnel 

(214, 232, and 237) and active site (255 and 276) are important for the site-selectivity of the 

reactions [37]. (e) A loop (forest green) in NDO is important for the positioning of substrate 

in the active site. NDO is shown in this panel rotated approximately 60° from the orientation 

in panel a. Similar studies on cumene dioxygenase, which is overlaid with the structure of 

NDO, revealed that the analogous loop (loop 1) and one other loop (loop 2) both impact the 

outcome of the reaction (these loops are shown in dark blue). (f) The β13-to-β14 connecting 

loop of NdmA (dark blue, PDB:6ICK) and NdmB (green, PDB:6ICL) is important to the 

selectivity and substrate scopes of the enzyme-catalyzed reactions but was too disordered to 

be built into the structures [31]. (g) The β13-to-β14 connecting loop of SxtT (dark blue) and 

GxtA (green) are found in remarkably different orientations that differ in position by 5.5 Å 

(dashed line). Loop residue Arg204 interacts with the β-saxitoxinol substrate of SxtT and 

along with active site residues, Met255 and Thr276, contribues to the site-selectivity of the 

catalyzed reaction [37].
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Figure 4. 
Three architectural regions important to the site-selectivity of the catalyzed reactions of 

SxtT and GxtA are also found in other Rieske oxygenases. (a) In SxtT and GxtA, residues 

found in the active site, on the flexible loop that connects β13-to-β14, and lining the 

tunnel contribute to the site-selectivity of the catalyzed reactions [37,38]. The different loop 

orientations of SxtA and GxtA are both overlaid with the surface and can also be seen in 

Figure 3g. (b) In other structurally characterized α3 Rieske oxygenases, a flexible loop, 

as shown by a plot of the B factors (plotted on a scale of 20–60 Å2 and colored from 

pink-white-blue), can also be observed in the same region as SxtT and GxtA. In these 

proteins, tunnels can also be computationally identified [37]. The Rieske oxygenases shown 

here, in order, are NdmA and NdmB (PDB: 6ICK and 6ICL) [31], KshA (PDB: 4QCK) 

[34], CntA (PDB: 6Y9D) [39], and DdmC (PDB: 3GKE) [40]. In several cases, the mobility 

of the loop in the structure resulted in it not being modeled and is indicated by a dark blue 

circle that says “missing loop”.
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